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Report Summary

Introduction The Legislative Audit Committee requested a limited scope

performance audit of the state's I*urchasing Card Program (ProCard).

The program provides credit cards (a MasterCard) to state employees

to use for official state business. The state contracted with GE

Capital Financial, Inc. to provide the cards. The program is

administered by the Department of Administration (DofA), Montana

Department of Transportation (MDT), The University of Montana

(UofM), and Montana State University (MSU). We reviewed

program controls and card usage at the universities and 1 1 state

agencies.

Purpose of Purchasing

Cards

The objectives of this performance audit were to:

1. Provide information on statewide ProCard use.

2. Determine agency controls over ProCard use.

In 1996 DofA, MDT, the UofM, and MSU entered into a four-year

agreement with GE Capital Financial, Inc. to provide the state of

Montana with purchasing cards and software to track transactions.

The four entities renewed the contract for one year in 2000 and again

in 2001, and there is one more renewal option.

The purchasing card is a tool to manage purchasing and accounting

resources by concentrating low-dollar purchases in a less paper-

intensive process. The purpose of the card is to make the process for

small purchases more efficient.

Software Provided to

Track Transactions

The card is to be used by state employees only for business-related

purchases. Each employee is responsible for the card provided, but

card use information is not recorded on the employee's individual

credit history.

As part of the contract, GE Capital provided the state with four

copies of the card activity reporting software - Purchasing

Accounting Reporting Information System (PARIS). Each of the

four state entities party to the contract maintains a copy of the

software on the respective agency's computer system. Each copy is

referred to as a node. The DofA copy is used by all state agencies
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Report Summary

except MDT and the university units. Management of each

agency/department determines who can access PARIS and what

information on the software each person can access. PARIS records

all the transactions by agency/department, the vendor, and, in some

cases, what was purchased. PARIS can also generate a number of

reports by agency/department, an entire node, or individual

cardholder.

Use Limits Placed on

Cards

Each administering entity or node established written policies

indicating appropriate card use. The policies outline the types of

transactions for which the card can and cannot be used. Employees

cannot use the card for personal use, cash advances, state-related

lodging that exceeds authorized limits, or meals.

Card Use

Types of Items Purchased

Rebates Based on Card

Use

Purchasing limits are also placed on the cards. These include single

purchase dollar limits ($5,000), daily dollar limits ($25,000). daily

transaction limits (25 purchases per day), and monthly dollar

($50,000 total) and transaction (100) limits. GE Capital can change

individual card limits when requested by the node's coordinator.

Calendar year 1997 was the first full year all the nodes used

purchasing cards. That year 402 cards were used. Cardholders made

12,939 transactions totaling $2.1 million from 2,912 vendors. In

calendar year 2000, 1 ,647 cards were used. Cardholders made

70,268 transactions totaling $17.3 million from 14, 994 vendors.

The types of items purchased with the ProCard range from office

supplies to building materials. The vendor with the most dollar sales

in calendar year 2000 through October 3 1 , was Dell Computers. The

vendor with the most transactions in 2000 through October 3 1 . was

Staples for office supplies.

The contract with GE Capital provides rebates to the state based on

card use (dollar volume) and timeliness of payments. The state has

received the timeliness payment rebate since the program began. In

fiscal year 1999-00, the state received a volume discount because

total use was greater than $10 million. The amount received for the

use rebate increases as total expenditures increase in increments of
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S25 million to a maximum of $100 million. The total rebate for

fiscal year 1997-98 was $2,963. The total rebate for fiscal year

1999-00 was $24,123.

ProCard Program

Growing

The rebate is divided among the four administering entities based on

percent of expenditures compared to total expenditures with

ProCards. The nodes use the rebates to offset program costs.

In calendar year 1997. state employees were issued 402 cards. By

the end of calendar year 2000, the number had increased to

1 ,647 cards, a 300-percent increase in use. In the six-month period

after we selected our sample of cards (September 2000 to March

2001 ), the number of cards issued on the DofA node alone increased

29 percent (from 485 to 624).

Amount Purchased with

ProCards Increasing

ProCard Controls

Vendors like state employees to use ProCards because there is less

paperwork for them and they are paid faster. Employees like the

cards because they can make purchases when needed and do not

have to wait for purchase orders to be generated.

Some agencies use ProCards on a limited basis and other agencies do

not have cards. We sampled seven agencies with cards in fiscal

years 1997-98 and 1998-99 to determine if card use is increasing.

We found the Departments of Administration and Labor and Industry

increased their use of ProCards between the two years by 30 to

40 percent.

Controls should be in place to ensure cards are not used for personal

use and in accordance with purchasing policies. We determined

policies/procedures we thought would constitute a good control

system over ProCard use. Policies/procedures selected were based

on our previous audits of purchasing procedures and purchasing card

policies established by the four entities administering the program.

The controls included an adequate system to prevent misuse and

enhance management of the usage. The controls that should be in

place included:
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Basic Card Use Controls

Receipts are reconciled to monthly statements.

Card administrators conduct follow-up to ensure all receipts are

received.

Duties are segregated:

• The cardholder's supervisor reviews or approves purchases

either before or after the purchase.

• Someone other than the cardholder reconciles transactions to

PARIS.

• There is a separate review and approval of the card

administrator's chanses made to PARIS.

Desirable Management Controls

Cardholders are required to complete a separate log or form

listing purchases made each cycle.

Card limits are based on the person's responsibilities and

function in the agency/department.

Policies and procedures are tailored to the specific

department/agency.

New cardholders receive training about appropriate card use.

Purchases Reasonable

We interviewed each agency's/department's card administrator to

determine which of the above controls were established for that

agency/department. We then reviewed a random sample of at least

ten transactions for each sampled cardholder (or all the transactions

if less than ten) to verify the controls established were operating as

described. Our sample encompassed 1 14 of 1.367 cards in 1 1 state

agencies and the 2 university systems. We sampled approximately

8 percent of the cards used and 6 percent of total ProCard

expenditures in the agencies/units.

Based on our testing, we found purchases made with ProCards are

reasonable. Controls the card administrator described as established

for the agency/unit were generally present. All the entities

reconciled purchases to PARIS. We also found that almost all of the

transactions we reviewed were supported by receipts.
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Since some agencies have weaker purchasing controls there is a

higher risk of staff purchasing items for personal use. However,

these risks also exist under the "conventional" purchasing system

requiring purchase orders and vendor invoices. The advantage with

ProCards is that purchasing information is more timely since the

transaction is posted to PARIS within hours or days and monthly

statements are sent to the agency/department. Purchase orders and

vendor invoices might not be sent to the agency/department for over

a month.

n

Some Agencies Could While some agencies established all or most of the controls, we

Increase Controls
found other agencies could incorporate more of the controls in their

system. Management controls, such as requiring a log/form, card

limits based on a person's responsibilities and function, policies and

procedures tailored to the specific agency, and formal training, are

desirable but not absolutely necessary to control card use. Most of

the agencies/departments reviewed did not have all of these controls.

We sent letters to each agency/university unit visited informing them

of our findings. We identified controls that could be improved and

asked for a response to our letter. Copies of our letters, and the

subsequent responses, were placed in the Legislative Audit

Division's agency files. The control environment we identified, and

changes in procedures made by the agencies, can and are being used

by financial compliance auditors to establish the level of control

testing and detail of testing needed in conducting biennial audits of

each agency.
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Chapter I - Introduction

Introduction

Audit Objectives

Audit Scope and

Methodology

The Legislative Audit Committee requested a limited scope

performance audit of the state's Purchasing Card Program (ProCard).

The program provides credit cards (a MasterCard) to state employees

to use for official state business. The state contracted with GE

Capital Financial, Inc. to provide the cards. The program is

administered by the Department of Administration, Montana

Department of Transportation, The University of Montana, and

Montana State University. We reviewed program controls and card

usage at the universities and 1 1 state agencies.

The objectives of this performance audit were to:

1

.

Provide information on statewide ProCard use.

2. Determine agency controls over ProCard use.

To gain an understanding of the program we interviewed Department

of Administration Procurement and Printing Division staff and The

University of Montana Business Office staff. We reviewed

purchasing card program information on the Department of

Administration's (DofA) website, reviewed the contract with GE

Capital, and determined the number of cards issued to state and

university employees.

We selected a random sample of cards provided to state

agency/university employees. The sample was based on dollar

amounts expended from February 22, 2000, through August 21,

2000. The sample identified the agencies/university departments we

would visit. Prior to reviewing transactions, we interviewed

personnel responsible for administering the ProCards in their

agency/department. During the interview we determined:

Controls over ProCard use.

Cardholder training on appropriate use of the card.

Whether cardholders obtain documentation supporting the

purchase.
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Chapter I - Introduction

If purchases are limited to business use purposes.

If supervisor) approval of purchases is required.

If receipts are reconciled to ProCard statements listing

purchases.

If management uses the reports available from the ProCard

software.

We sampled 1 14 of 1.367 cards in 1 1 state agencies and the

2 university units. We reviewed a random sample of at least

ten transactions from each card or all the transactions made with the

card during the February through August time period if less than ten.

We reviewed the transactions and supporting documentation to

evaluate controls as described in the interview and any applicable

policies and procedures, and determined the types of items purchased

with the ProCard. (Appendix A lists the agencies visited, and the

number of ProCards and transaction amounts reviewed at each

agency versus total cards and transactions.)

We gathered information from the software provided with the

ProCards to determine card use, purchasing trends, and dollar and

transaction limits for all cards. Data was gathered for calendar years

1997 through 2000 to show various trends.

Information was obtained from the Statewide Budgeting and

Accounting System to evaluate the level of card use compared to

conventional purchasing methods such as petty cash, purchase

orders, vendor invoices, and charge accounts at specific stores.

We did not review the general and application controls over the

ProCard provider's hardware and software.

Data Limitations During the audit, data limitations prevented us from providing

information on card use for all state entities or for fiscal year

1999-00. We intended to provide information regarding the dollar

amount of purchases made with cards versus purchases made using

conventional purchasing methods (petty cash, charge accounts at
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Chapter I - Introduction

specific stores, purchase orders/vendor invoices, etc.) for fiscal years

1997-98 through 1999-00. Problems arose when we tried to gather

information for fiscal year 1999-00. There are no Statewide

Accounting, Budgeting and Human Resources System (SABHRS)

queries that allowed us to sort expenditure data by vendor type

(purchasing card versus specific vendors). We were able to use

Statewide Budgeting and Accounting System (SBAS) information

for our comparison for fiscal years 1997-98 and 1998-99.

We also wanted to provide detailed information showing the most

common items purchased with ProCards. We had two data

limitation problems. One was caused by Montana State University's

expenditure recording procedures. The university does not record

expenditures into lower level objects of expenditures, thus we could

not identify the types of items purchased with ProCards from the

state accounting system for Montana State University. Agencies are

not required to use the lower level objects of expenditures.

The other limitation regarding common items purchased resulted

from the equipment vendors use to submit transaction information to

GE Capital. The type of equipment vendors use to record purchases

limits the information provided to GE Capital regarding items

purchased. Some equipment provides details of each item purchased

whereas other equipment just provides a total for the entire

transaction. Since there were no details for many of the items

purchased, we could not identify the most common items purchased

with ProCards.

Issues for Further Study While reviewing purchases made by agencies using their ProCards

we noted many purchases were made at office supply stores. Statute

and administrative rules require agencies to purchase office supplies

through DofA's Central Stores Program. Statute and rules allow

agencies to bypass Central Stores if they can buy items at a price less

than the Central Stores price and if the specifications, terms,

conditions, and delivery meet or exceed the Central Stores Program.

A study in this area would determine if agencies are properly
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following state laws and rules and if a Central Stores Program is still

a viable, cost effective process.

State statute allows DofA to delegate purchasing authority up to

$5,000 to individual agencies. DofA enters into two-year contracts

with each agency. The contracts include requirements for agencies

to maintain written procedures for handling all purchases, and

maintain adequate records to document the procurement process.

The department does not monitor these contracts to ensure

Purchasing Delegation Agreements are followed. A study in this

area would determine if agencies follow delegation agreements and

if DofA should be conducting routine reviews of compliance with

the agreements.

Report Organization The remainder of this report is divided into two chapters. Chapter II

provides information about the Purchasing Card Program, card use,

and what is purchased with the card. Chapter III provides

information concerning card use controls at the agencies visited.
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Chapter II - Background

Introduction

Purpose of Purchasing

Cards

Software Provided to Track

Transactions

In 1996 Ihe Department of Administration (DofA). the Montana

Department of Transportation (MDT), The University of Montana

(UofM). and Montana State University (MSU) entered into a four-

year agreement with GE Capital Financial. Inc. to provide the state

of Montana with purchasing cards and software to track transactions.

The four entities renewed the contract for one year in 2()(X) and again

in 2001, and there is one more renewal option. After the renewal

option expires, the state will have to issue a Request for Proposal for

a purchasing card system.

The purchasing card is a tool to manage purchasing and accounting

resources by concentrating low-dollar purchases in a less paper-

intensive process. The purpose of the card is to make the process for

small purchases more efficient. Purchasing cards are designed to:

Eliminate initial paperwork required for small purchases.

Enhance the reporting of purchases made.

Reduce the amount and number of petty cash funds.

Eliminate multiple warrants to the same vendors.

Allow vendors to receive their money faster since vendors are

paid by the credit card company.

Allow employees to make emergency purchases so they can

obtain what they need immediately and more easily make

purchases in the field.

The card (a MasterCard) is to be used by state employees only for

business related purchases. Each employee is responsible for the

card provided but card use information is not recorded on the

employee's individual credit history.

As part of the contract. GE Capital provided the state with four

copies of the card activity reporting software - Purchasing

Accounting Reporting Information System (PARIS). Each of the

four state entities party to the contract maintains a copy of the

software on the respective agency's computer system. Each copy is
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Chapter II - Background

referred to as a node. The DofA copy is used by all state agencies

except MDT and the university units. The state initially paid

S25.000 for the four nodes (S6.250 paid by each state party). Each

party also pays GE Capital $300 a month for computer space to store

each node's transaction information prior to downloading to the

node's computer. Due to the various accounting software systems

used by the four entities at the time of initial installation, it was

difficult to have all of them use a central computer with one copy of

PARIS. According to DofA personnel, the response time would also

be reduced if the information was stored on one computer.

Access to Software and

Information is Controlled
Management of each agency/department determines who can access

PARIS and what information on the software each person can access.

For example, the individual designated as an agency/department card

administrator can view all transactions and change information as

needed to properly record purchases. Other staff in the same

agency/department can only review their own transactions and

cannot make changes. Card activity is downloaded daily to the

DofA, MSU, and the UofM nodes. Information is downloaded twice

weekly to the MDT node.

Some Purchasing Details

Recorded
PARIS not only records all the transactions by agency/department,

but also records the vendor and, in some cases, what was purchased.

The detail of the items purchased is dependent on the type of

equipment the vendor uses to submit the purchase. Information

submitted to PARIS from Level I vendors consists of the date,

vendor name, total dollar amount, card number, and cardholder

name. Level II vendor information submitted to PARIS is the same

as Level I plus tax information. Level III vendors submit

information similar to Level I but there is an itemized listing of items

purchased. Examples of Level III vendors include chain office

supply and discount stores.

Reports can be Generated PARIS can generate a number of reports by agency/department, an

entire node, or individual cardholder. Each report can be generated

for specific time periods such as a day, week, month, year, etc.
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Chapter II - Background

Reports showing information for an agency/department or the entire

node include;

Number of transactions and dollars expended by each

cardholder.

Vendors sorted by the number of transactions or dollar amount.

Number of transactions and dollar amount expended in each

merchant code category.

Activity summary reports showing the number of transactions,

dollar amount expended, number of cards used, top cardholder in

volume and dollars, and top vendor in volume and dollars.

Reports by cardholder include:

Cardholder dollar and transaction limits.

Vendor, item purchased (if from a Level III supplier), dollar

amount, and fund account number.

Date of each transaction, date the transaction was posted to

PARIS, vendor, merchant code category, and total cost.

Process for Obtaining and Each of the four entities administering the ProCard Program

Using a Card designated a purchasing card coordinator. The coordinator functions

as a central figure for the entity to receive electronic purchase

information, maintain accounting data, and establish/remove

cardholder information. The coordinators also assist the

agencies/university departments with use of PARIS software and

purchase/cardholder problems. The coordinator at the UofM

promotes the program to university departments and conducts audits

of each department to ensure card use follows university policies.

The following figure describes the basic steps departments follow to

establish a program and procedures for employees to obtain

ProCards.
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Chapter II - Background

Figure 1

Steps to Establish ProCard Program and Distribute Cards

Depanment decides to use the ProCard Program.

Department management (typically centralized services stafO

contacts the node coordinator.

Department told about program and designates someone (usually

centralized services stafO as card administrator. The

administrator is generally responsible for obtaining applications

for credit cards, ensuring cardholders submit receipts for

purchases, ensures information in P.-\RIS is correct, and corrects

any accounting coding on PARIS or the department's accounting

system if the problem was not corrected on PARIS.

Employee supervisor (division administrator, bureau chief,

section/unit supervisor, university department head/chair)

decides who will be issued a card.

Employee completes an application which includes information

regarding what account/fund purchases will be recorded against.

Supervisor approves and signs application.

Node coordinator receives application.

Node coordinator forwards the application to GE Capital.

GE Capital sends a card for the employee to the node

coordinator.

Node coordinator gives card to card administrator at the

department.

Employee receives the card along with policies regarding card

use, and signs an agreement stating the card is to be used for

legitimate state business, cannot be used for personal purchases,

and the cardholder will reimburse the department for all incurred

costs associated with improper use.

Employee calls GE Capital to activate the card.

Source: Created by the Legislative .\udit Division from

information from node coordinators.
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Use Limits Placed on Cards Each node established basic pohcies indicating appropriate card use.

The policies outline the types of transactions for which the card can

and cannot be used. Table 1 shows the transactions not allowed with

the ProCard under each node.
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Purchasing limits are also placed on the cards. These include single

purchase dollar limits, daily dollar and transaction limits, and cycle

dollar and transaction limits. (A cycle is the IZ"** of one month to the

21" of the next month.) The default limits of the cards for all four

nodes are:

$5,000 per purchase,

$25,000 total purchased per day,

25 purchases per day,

$50,000 total purchased per cycle, and

100 transactions per cycle.

Card Activity Reconciled to

PARIS

GE Capital can change individual card limits or standard merchant

code category exclusions when requested by the node's coordinator.

Once activated, an employee can use the card for business purposes.

Card use is recorded on PARIS. At the end of a cycle, GE Capital

sends each card administrator statements showing purchasing

activity for each card. Figure 2 shows the general process from an

employee purchasing items through payment to GE Capital.
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Figure 2

Process for Purchasing Items and Paving GE Capital

Employee purchases item with card.

Employee obtains documentation of purchase—receipt,

packing invoice, e-mail message if ordered on-line. etc.

At the end of the cycle the card administrator receives a

statement from GE Capital listing purchases for each

cardholder.

Employee or card administrator compares the receipts to the

statement to ensure all the receipts are present and the

employee made the purchase.

Card administrator compares the receipts/statement to PARIS

to ensure the correct account/funds are debited/credited.

An approver (usually staff in centralized services) reviews

and approves any changes the card administrator made to

PARIS.

After a specified time period PARIS information updates the

state s/university's accounting software.

Monthly, each node coordinator notifies the DofA coordinator

of amount owed GE Capital for their node.

Monthly, DofA coordinator pays the entire amount the state

owes for card purchases to GE Capital

.

Source: Compiled by the Legislative Audit Division from

information from node coordinators.

ProCard Programs can be

Decentralized

Some state agencies and the university units have decentralized the

card program. For example. The University of Montana has a node

coordinator in the Business Office and each department using

ProCards has a card administrator. Montana State University has

one card administrator for each campus. Some state agencies have

one card administrator in the centralized services area for the entire

agency, while other agencies have card administrators in each

division.
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Card Use Calendar year 1997 was the first full year all the nodes used

purchasing cards. That year 402 cards were used (86 cards were

used in 1996). Cardholders made 12,939 transactions totaling

$2.1 million from 2,912 vendors. In calendar year 2000. 1,647 cards

were used. Cardholders made 70,268 transactions totaling

$17.3 million from 14,994 vendors. The following charts show, for

the four nodes, the number of cards used, total transactions, dollars

spent, and number of vendors used for calendar years 1997 through

2000.

Figure 3

Purchasing Card Use

(Calendar Years 1997 through 2000)

)f Cards Used

Dollars Spent I be r of Transactions

1997 1998 1999

C ale n dar \' e ar

Source: Compiled by the Legislative Audit Division from PARIS reports.
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Types of Items Purchased The types of items purchased with the ProCard range from

office supplies to building materials. We obtained the top

vendors in terms of transactions and dollars from PARIS

reports for the four nodes. The vendor with the most dollar

sales in calendar year 2000 through October 3 1 , was Dell

Computers. The vendor with the most transactions in 2000

through October 31, was Staples for office supplies. Table 2

shows the top ten vendors for dollars and transactions in

calendar year 2000 through October 3 1

.

Table 2

ToD 10 Vendors in Calendar Year 2000 Throueh October 31
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In calendar years 1997 through 2000, most items were purchased

from vendors that could be categorized as retail/miscellaneous stores.

Tables 3 and 4 show the dollar amount ot purchases and the number

of transactions, respectively, by merchant category for calendar years

1997 through 2000.

Table 3

Dollar Amounts Spent by Merchant Category

(Calendar Years 1W7 through 2000)

Category
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Table 4

Number of Transactions by Merchant Category

(Calendar Years 1997 through 2000)

Category
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Rebates Based on Card

Use
The contract with GE Capital provides rebates to the state based on

card use (dollar volume) and timeliness of payments. The state has

received the timeliness of payment rebate since the program began.

In fiscal year 1999-00, the state received a volume discount because

total use was greater than $10 million. The amount received for the

use rebate increases as total expenditures increase in increments of

$25 million to a maximum of $100 million.

The rebate is divided among the four administering entities based on

percent of expenditures compared to total expenditures with

ProCards. The nodes use the rebates to offset program costs.

Table 5 shows the total expenditures and rebates for each node for

fiscal years 1997-98 through 1999-00.

Table 5

Rebates

(Fiscal Years 1997-98 through 1999-00)

Node



Chapter III - Future Utilization and ProCard
Controls

Introduction One of our audit objectives was to evaluate agency controls over

ProCard use. Controls should be in place to ensure cards are not

used for personal use and in accordance with purchasing policies.

ProCard Program

Growing

Our review of transactions showed purchasing card expenditures

were reasonable. We found purchasing controls at the various

agencies/departments visited varied from good to needing

improvement. The next sections discuss the increased use of cards

and the controls we observed during our review of a sample of cards.

Calendar year 1997 was the first full year all four nodes were

operating. In that year 402 cards were used. By the end of calendar

year 2000, the number had increased to 1 ,647 cards, a 300 percent

increase in use. In the six-month period after we selected our sample

of cards (September 2000 to March 2001), the number of cards

issued on the DofA node alone increased 29 percent (from 485

to 624).

Amount Purchased with

ProCards Increasing

Vendors like state employees to use ProCards because there is less

paperwork for them and they are paid faster. Employees like the

cards because they can make purchases when they need them and do

not need to wait for purchase orders to be generated.

Currently, some agencies use ProCards on a limited basis and other

agencies do not have cards. To determine how much could be

purchased with ProCards. and if ProCard use is increasing, we

compared expenditures for specific items purchased with a ProCard

versus conventional procurement methods. We sampled seven

agencies with cards in fiscal years 1997-98 and 1998-99. We

gathered expenditures for items currently purchased with ProCards

by all or most of the agencies, such as laptop computers, printing,

building materials, office supplies not from DofA's Central Stores

Program, minor tools, shop supplies, etc. We did not include travel

expenditures or purchases from DofA's Central Stores in our
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comparison since not all agencies allow ProCards to be used for

these expenses.

Table 6 shows the agencies reviewed, total dollar expenditures for

specific items that are potential candidates for ProCard purchases,

ProCard expenditures for the same items, and percent of

expenditures for those items made with the ProCard for fiscal years

1997-98 and 1998-99. (We could not compare the expenditures in

fiscal year 1999-00 because we could not sort expenditure

information by purchasing card use on SABHRS.)

Table 6

Comparison of ProCard Usage for Selected Items

(Fiscal Years 1997-98 and 1998-99)

Agency
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purchasing card policies established by the four entities

administering the program. The controls included an adequate

system to prevent misuse and enhance management of the usage.

The controls we thought should be in place included:

Basic Card Use Controls

Receipts are reconciled to monthly statements.

Card administrator conducts follow-up to ensure all receipts are

received.

Duties are segregated:

• The cardholder's supervisor reviews or approves purchases.

• Someone other than the cardholder reconciles transactions to

PARIS.

• There is a separate review and approval of the card

administrator's changes made to PARIS.

Enhanced Management Controls

Cardholders are required to complete a separate log or form

listing purchases.

Card limits are based on the person's responsibilities and

function in the agency/department.

• Policies and procedures are tailored to the specific

department/agency.

New cardholders receive training about appropriate card use.

We interviewed each agency's/department's card administrator to

determine which of the above controls were established for that

agency/department. We then reviewed a random sample of at least

ten transactions for each cardholder (or all the transactions if less

than ten) to verify the controls established were operating as

described. Our sample encompassed 1 14 of 1,367 cards in 1 1 state

agencies and the 2 university systems. We sampled approximately
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Purchases Reasonable

8 percent of the cards used and 6 percent of total ProCard

expenditures in the agencies/units.

Based on our testing, we found purchases made with ProCards are

reasonable. Controls the card administrator described as established

for the agency/unit were generally present. All the entities

reconciled purchases to PARIS. We also found that almost all of the

transactions we reviewed were supported by receipts. In looking at

the items purchased, all appeared reasonable for state business.

Some Agencies Could

Increase Controls

Since some agencies have weaker purchasing controls there is a

higher risk of staff purchasing items for personal use. However.

these risks also exist under the "conventionar' purchasing system

requiring purchase orders and vendor invoices. The advantage with

ProCards is that transaction information is more timely since the

transaction is posted to PARIS within hours or days, and monthly

statements are sent to the agency/department. Purchase orders and

vendor invoices might not be sent to the agency/department for over

a month.

While some agencies established all or most of the controls, we

found other agencies could incorporate more of the controls in their

system. Management controls, such as requiring a log/form, card

limits based on a person's responsibilities and function, policies and

procedures tailored to the specific agency, and formal training, are

desirable but not absolutely necessary to control card use. Most of

the agencies/departments reviewed did not have all of these controls.

Basic Card L'se Controls

We sent letters to each agency/university unit visited informing them

of our findings. We identified controls that could be improved and

asked for a response to our letter. The following sections discuss our

findings for each of the controls we reviewed and agency responses.

Basic card use controls include reconciliation of receipts to

statements and segregation of duties. The following sections discuss

our findings for these controls.
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Follow-up for Missing
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Chapter III - Future Utilization and ProCard Controls

Reconciling receipts to the ProCard statement and/or PARIS is the

primary control ensuring the agency/department is not charged for

items the cardholder did not purchase. We found all agencies have

this control.

A corresponding control to reconciling receipts to statements/PARIS

is ensuring the card administrator receives all the receipts. Some

agencies require cardholders to give the receipts to the card

administrator immediately after the item is purchased or within a few

days. The majority of the agencies/departments ask cardholders to

submit receipts at the end of the month.

Most card administrators ensured they received receipts. In some

cases the administrators have to contact cardholders a number of

times to obtain receipts. Some agencies require the cardholder to

obtain copies of missing receipts from vendors. Five agencies

allowed purchases to be approved on PARIS without documentation

verifying the purchase.

Without receipts, controls are weakened, staff supervisors cannot

ensure staff are only using the cards for business purposes, and

purchases are appropriate. The basic policies established by the four

entities administering ProCard programs specify cardholders are to

retain receipts. Four of the five agencies without this control agreed

it was needed and intended to implement procedures to ensure

receipts are turned into card administrators. The fifth agency

indicated it did not believe cards were being misused.

Segregation of Duties Most of the entities reviewed segregated the duties of supervisory

approval, reconciling receipts to card statements/PARIS, and

approving changes to PARIS. This segregation of duties helps

ensure purchases are for business use, the cardholder made the

purchase, and any changes to PARIS are appropriate. The agencies

that did not segregate duties usually had a cardholder reconciling

his/her own purchases to PARIS and there was no separate review of

the changes made to PARIS. This procedure could allow a person to
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make a purchase for personal use. A compensating control is

supervisors reviewing purchases.

Seven entities required a supervisor to review the purchase either

before or after it was made. Supervisory reviews in two of the seven

entities were not always before the information in PARIS was

approved and transferred to the applicable accounting system. Six

entities did not require any supervisory review of purchases. Three

of the six entities lacked a supervisory review of purchases and had

cardholders reconcile their purchases to PARIS. Two agencies did

not have any of the three controls in place.

All the agencies without one or more of the segregation controls

agreed they needed to implement at least one of the missing controls.

The two agencies with none of the controls agreed they needed to

implement two controls, one of which is ensuring the card

administrator reconciling the transactions to PARIS is not a

cardholder.

Enhanced Management Enhanced management controls includes requiring a log or form to

Controls
1^^ completed to track ProCard purchases, establishing card limits

based on employees functions, developing policies and procedures

tailored to the agency/department purchasing practices, and

providing formal training regarding appropriate ProCard use. The

following sections describe our findings regarding desirable

management controls over purchasing cards.

Requiring Logs or rorms Qj^^ agency requires each employee with a ProCard to record the

purchase on a log. Receipts are to be attached to the log. One other

agency leaves it to the discretion of the division administrator if a log

is required, and another requires a form when computers are

purchased. None of the other entities reviewed require any logs or

forms detailing ProCard purchases. Requiring logs or forms is

another control that allows supervisors to conduct a quick review of

purchases to ensure they are appropriate. Also, receipts can be

attached to the log or form thereby ensuring receipts are maintained

and submitted to the card administrator.
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Five agencies agreed they should have employees complete a log or

form. The others partially concurred or did not concur based upon

their perceived risk of misuse of the cards and compensating

controls.

Card Limits

Customizing Policies and

Procedures

Training Cardholders on

Card Use

Only 2 of the 13 entities reviewed requested changes to individual

cardholder's default purchasing limits which are $5,000 for a single

purchase, and $50,000 for a cycle limit. The two entities requested

limits for cardholders in certain positions to be decreased since the

limits were more than the people needed for the items they

commonly purchase. The purchasing limits in the other 1 1 entities

were the ones established when the contract was signed. Some

entities requested increases in purchasing authority for purchasing

agents.

Card limits are a means of establishing better management control

over card use based on job responsibilities. Six of the 1 1 agencies

are going to review use of card limits. The other agencies do not

believe changes are necessary at this time based on the number of

cards and potential risk of card misuse.

We found about half of the agencies/departments reviewed wrote

policies and procedures specifically for their operations. These

policies and procedures provide more detail regarding card use. The

general policies and procedures established by each entity

administering the program provide basic ProCard information. Two

agency/departments supplemented the basic entity policies with

letters. The remaining agencies/departments followed the general

policies written for the applicable administering entity.

Only one agency agreed they should create policies specific to their

agency. The remaining agencies believed the policies developed by

the entity administering the program were adequate for their needs.

Only three entities provide formal ProCard training. Five entities

provide basic information and generally review the administering

entity's guidelines when employees receive their cards. The
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remaining entities essentially just tell cardholders to read the policies

and procedures. Training helps ensure cardholders are aware of their

responsibilities for proper card use and agency expectations, such as

turning receipts into the card administrator within specified time

periods.

Two agencies which have personnel just read the policies did not

agree they needed to increase their training due to the limited number

and use of cards in the agencies. The other agencies agreed they

should increase cardholder training.

Conclusion The F*urchasing Card Program is growing. More people are issued

cards, transaction activity is increasing, and more money is spent via

the cards. As agencies further implement the program, agency

management needs to ensure adequate controls are in place. Agency

management needs to assess the risk level of card misuse to

determine the level of controls they should implement.

Two instances of possible misuse were brought to our attention since

our review. In one department a card was stolen and u.sed for

personal items. In the other department a cardholder was potentially

using his/her card for a personal purchase. During our review we

noted there was no segregation of duties at that department.

Copies of the letters we sent to the agencies recommending

improved controls, and the subsequent responses, were placed in the

Legislative Audit Division's agency files. The control environment

we identified, and changes in procedures made by the agencies, can

and are h>eing used by financial compliance auditors to establish the

level of control testing and detail of testing needed in conducting

biennial audits of each agency.
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DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
DIRECTOR'S OFFICE ^^P 1 4

JUDY MARTZ, GOVERNOR MITCHELL BUILDING

STATE OF MONTANA
(406) 444-2032

FAX 444-2812

PC BOX 200101

HELENA, MONTANA 59620-0101

September 10, 2001

Scott A. Seacat

Legislative Audit Division

State of Montana
PO Box 201705
Helena, MT 59620-1705

Dear Mr. Seacat:

We have reviewed your limited scope performance audit on the State Purchasing Card

Program. We were confident that the program was being used as intended and we
were reassured by your report that found that ProCard purchases were reasonable and

for state business use. As a result, we were pleased that no recommendations were
necessary.

Thank you for your review. We appreciate the opportunity to work with your staff on

these issues.

Sincerely,

BARBARA RANF
Director
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Montana Department of Transportation Davia a. Gait. Director

t-rting i^Mi tiot pnaB 2701 Prosoect Avenue Judy Martz. Governor

PO Box 201001
Helena MT 59620- 1001

September 12, 2001 SEP I T 2001

MatyZednick

Performance Audit Manager

Room 135, State Capitol

PO Box 201705

Helena, MT 59620- 1705

Subject: Performance audit of procurement card program

Dear Mar)'^,

Thank wu for sending me copies of wur final report on the audit of MDTs
purchasing card program. It was a pleasure to read that there are no recommendations

and my staff's overall purchases are reasonable for business use.

Please convey my thanks to those who conducted the audit and recorded the findings

in this report.

I'm returning the trv-o report copies as requested.

Sincerely,

'OA/MC

David A. Gait

Director

enclosures

copies: Jim Currie, Depur\' Director

Monte Brown, Administration Division Administrator
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"' !2^^UniVerSlty 01 The university of Montana
Missoula, Montana 59812-3324

Office: (406)243-2311

FAX: (406)243-2797
fMontana

12 September 2001

ci-.i ; ;- /uui

Mr. Scott Seacat

Legislative Auditor

P.O. Box 201705

Helena. MT 59620-1705

Dear Mr. Seacat:

The University of Montana received the Limited Scope Performance Audit of the Purchasing

Card Program. I thank those involved for their assistance.

I believe you will find University of Montana faculty and staff committed to furthering the

program objectives, respecting the controls, and complying with applicable rules and regulations.

Sincer«51yT-/ / ^

Aj&orae M. Bennison

Presidfent

Enclosure

K. Burgmeier. Director, Internal Audit

R. Crofts. Commissioner of Higher Education

GMD/jw
DENLET2348
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Montana
State University

SEP I T University Internal Audit
205 Montana Hall

MSU • Bozemon
Bozeman, MT 59717-0244

Telephone

Fax
(406) 994-1805

(406) 994-1893

September 19, 2001

Mr. Scott A. Seacat

Legislative Auditor

Legislative Audit Division

State Capitol, Room 135

P.O. Box 201705

Helena, MT 59620-1705

Dear Mr. Seacat:

Please let this letter serve as acknowledgment of Montana State University's receipt of the

Legislative Audit Division's Limited Scope Performance Audit Report on the Purchasing Card

Program. This productive audit illuminated many concerns shared by your office and the offices

of the MSU campuses. Although there were no specific recommendations, we view this report

as a tool to strengthen our procedures.

Geoffrey Gambk
President
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